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The university is the important place of the  talent training, and the informationiz
ation of the university is very important to the development of our country's informati
on. Office automation is using computer networks to achieve the working mode of inf
ormation processing and management. It is an important part of the development of co
lleges and universities information technology. This topic based on the windows platf
orm combined with component technology and web technology which construct in the
 large-scale relational database management system foundation to the executive office
 as the core and the integrated financing business office as the goal. Analysis and desi
gn a new application of office automation system. 
This dissertation adopts the method of object oriented analysis and design in 
software engineering, and the system requirement analysis and system design of an 
office automation system is based on UML modeling tool and its model. In the system 
requirements analysis part, the dissertation gives the system business requirements, 
system functional requirements, non-functional requirements. The system overall 
business are described, and emphatically analyses the two most important business 
processes, official document sending management and official document receiving 
management. In the system functional requirements analysis, the dissertation firstly 
complete system role analysis, the role of the system is divided into ordinary users, 
department heads, deputy director, director, leadership, instrument, system 
administrator, and the dissertation gives the role table. Then the dissertation completes 
the five main functional modules of the system by use case analysis and description, 
including official document management, personal email management, information 
release management, personal resource management, system management . In the non 
functional requirements analysis part, the dissertation gives environmental 















department, the system overall design, system function module design, system 
database design are described, the dissertation gives system design principle, system 
structure and system function structure. The dissertation gives the structure diagram, 
class diagram, sequence diagram of the 5 main functional modules, to complete the 
design of the system function modules. In this dissertation, the design of the system 
database is presented by using the E-R model and the description of the table structure. 
At last, the dissertation gives a preliminary design of the interface of the system, and 
gives the interface of the system. 
Through the system business process analysis, functional and non functional 
requirements analysis, system overall design, system function module design, system 
database design, system interface design, the dissertation completed an office 
automation system analysis and design, the system reached the basic requirements of 
the university administrative office work, the system function of the preliminary 
design to meet the school current administrative office work needs. 
The system uses B/S model, its function not only covers the office system of 
document management, but also integrated the school daily administrative office 
management, such as the mail management, information dissemination, resource 
sharing and other functions. The system builds a unified information platform for the 
school's administrative office. the system built and put into use, the school's office 
status and information development can play an active role in the loss. The 
completion and use of the system can play a positive role in promoting the school's 
office and information development. 
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